Part I -The kaleidoscopic conception of Montrose

'Frail survivors' and cultures of (re)collection: Hogg's conception of Montrose in the 1830s
The passing of the Reform Act of 1832 was widely recognised as heralding a significant moment of transformation in British society. 'We are upon the confines of a new era,' an anonymous writer for Tait's Edinburgh Magazine claimed, ' "old things are passing away; all things are becoming new".' 3 Georgian Britain was no more and the Reform Act brought an extension of the franchise which began to broaden the political representation of Britain. But William IV's reign (1830-37) was otherwise unremarkable, having neither the theatrical flamboyance of George IV's epoch, nor the excitement and optimism of the early Victorian age. Indeed, the uncertain character of the 1830s, which is retrospectively recognised as moving from the age of Romanticism to the Victorian era, has been described as not so much a distinct literary period as 'something more in the way of a lacuna, a dash, or some other kind of punctuation mark'. 4 The period between the Reform Act of 1832 (the closing point for most histories of Romanticism) and the coronation of Victoria in 1837 occupies an ambiguous undefined space in literary history. But a self-conscious feeling of uncertainty is also expressed from within the period itself; writers of Hogg's generation gave voice to their sense of inhabiting a baffling cultural void or uncertain period of transition.
By the mid-1830s, the British literary scene had been considerably depleted by the disappearance of many of the writers who had seemed to embody the spirit of the previous age. In his 'Extempore Effusion' on Hogg's death later in 1835, Wordsworth characterised it as an era of 'frail survivors' who had seen their brethren vanish ('How fast has brother followed brother, | From sunshine to the sunless land!', ll. 36, 23-4) and who now faced the inevitable prospect of other members of their community falling away -poignantly expressed in 'A timid voice, that asks in whispers, | "Who next will drop and disappear?" ' (ll. 27-8) . By this time, the voices of Scott, Coleridge, Byron, Crabbe, Hemans and Hazlitt had all been silenced by the grave, and the writers who survived them eked their living from a more subdued literary marketplace in which it was much harder to sell one's work to publishers and the buying public. Following the financial crash of 1825/26, reduced opportunities for marketplace exchange contributed to a sense of precariousness and vulnerability for authors.
